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Finiteness Theorems on Weakly
1-complete Manifolds
By
Takeo OHSAWA*

Let X be a complex manifold of (complex) dimension n and n: B—>
X be a holomorphic vector bundle over X.

We consider the vector

space of C°° d closed 5-valued (p, q) forms modulo C°° d exact jB-valued
forms, which we denote by Hp'q(X,B).
p q

useful to know whether H ' (X,B)

It is interesting and sometimes

is finite dimensional or not.
p q

Speci-

fically, when X is noncompact, the finite dimensionality of H ' (X,B)
closely related to the function theoretic properties of X.

is

The purpose

of this article is to prove the following statement which was conjectured
by S. Nakano:

If X is uueakly \-complete and B is positive outside a compact
subset of X and of rank 1, Hn'q(X, B) is finite dimensional for q>I.
The author expresses his hearty thanks to Dr. A. Fujiki and Professor S. Nakano for their kind advices.

§ I.
Let us fix the notations.

Notations

We denote by X a connected paracompact

complex manifold of dimension n.

We denote for a subset K of X, the

interior of K, the boundary of K and the closure of K by Int K, dK and K,
respectively.

For two subsets K-L and K2 of X, we mean by K^KZ that

K1 is compact and contained in Int K2.

Let n: B-+X be a holomorphic line

bundle on X, and {£/$} be an open covering of X consisting of coordinate
neighbourhoods U t with holomorphic coordinates (zj, • • • , z?), over which
n:B-^X

is trivial, namely it~l(Ui) = UtX €, and (x, CO e f ^ X C and

(x, C/) e Uj-XC represent the same point of B if and only if
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(1)

Ci = *«(*)C/

where {ei3} is a system of transition functions for B.
A ^-valued differential

form f on X is a system {ft} ofdiff erential

forms defined on C7£, satisfying /^ = e^-fj
P>5

We denote by C

in C7f H £7}.

p

(X) (C ' * (X, B) ) the space of differential forms

(resp. 5-valued forms) of class C°° and of type (p, q) on X9 and by
Cg >q (X)

(Q«9 (X, B) ) the space of the forms in Cp' q (X)

with compact supports.

(resp. Cp' q (X, 5) )

For a subset K of X, we denote by C°° (j£) the

space of functions on K which are restrictions of C°° functions defined oil
a neighbourhood of K.

Cp'q(K,B)

We fix a hermitian metric ds

is defined similarly.
z

in X, and a hermitian metric {<z$}

along the fibers of B.

Here at is a positive function such that

(2)

^1^1* = ^ in UiHUj.

For f,g^Cp'q(X,B),

we set

(3)

aifi/\*gt = <f,g>dv

where * is the star operator and dv is the volume element with respect
to the metric dsz. <(/, g) does not depend on i and is a function defined
on X.

We have </, />>0.

(4)

If either / or g^C$'q(X, B) , then

C/,flOr= f

Jx

<f,g>e-*dv

is defined for any real valued function W of class C°°.
We have the operator

(5)

d:C*'q (X, B) -*CP'

defined by ($/) t = dft.

q+1

(X, B)

We form the formal adjoint of d with respect

to the inner product (/, g) v in CP,'q(X,B'),

and denote it by #*-.

pq

We denote by L ' (X, B, W) the space of measurable jB-valued forms
f of type (p, q) , square integrable in the sense that (/, /)r<°°.
Hilbert space with respect to the inner product (f, g) w .

(6)

(7)
(8)

It is a

We define
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L™ (X, B) = Z/'g (X, B, 0).

(9)

We also denote by 9 the smallest closed extension of

d: Lp'3 (X, B, W) ->LP>«+1 (X. B, W).

(10)

In general, given two Hilbert space H^ and HZ9 and a closed linealoperator T: H!—.>H2 with dense domain, we denote its domain, range and
nullity by DT, RT and NT, respectively.

We denote the adjoint of T by

1

In the case when H, = U>*~ (X, B, ¥} , H2 = Lp'* (X, B, ¥)

T*.

= d, we let Dj= D*>*-\ Rg = R^
be 0.

q

1

and Nj = N$*- .

and T

We define Jf?|-° to

1

DZ^RZ*- and N$* are defined similarly.

Definition 1.1.

'H*'q (X, B, ¥) = m */W\

(11)

where we denote by Rl>* the closure of R*** in Lp'q (X, B,¥) .
Note that /Hp'^(X9B99r)

is a Hilbert space.

We define

'Hp ' « (X, B) = 'H17' 5 (X, B, 0) .

(12)

For a differential form f on .X, exterior multiplication of £ to
(X, B) is defined by

(13)

(*(£

Let 60 be the fundamental form of the hermitian metric dsz on X

We

define

(14)

L = e(co)

(15)

^=(-l) p T f l *L*

on Cp'q(X, B).

§ 2. Weak Finlleness Theorem
Definition 2. 1. X is called weakly 1 -complete if there exists a C°°
plurisubharmonic function ?T on X such that for any c€E.R,where J^ denotes the real numbers,
X c :={a:;y(^)<43X.
We call such W an exhaustion function of X.

Note that if X is

weakly 1 -complete X has a countable base, so by Sard's theorem there
is a nowhere dense subset AdR

such that if c^R — A,

d{x\W(x)<c}
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is a smooth manifold of real dimension 2^ — 1.
Proposition 2. 2.

If X is weakly \-complete, then for any com-

pact subset K of X, there exists an exhaustion function W such that
{x\¥(x) = 0}^K
Proof)

and d{x\W(x) = 0} is smooth.

For any exhaustion function 0 there exists a c^R

{x;®(x)<c}"3)K

and d{x\Q(x)<c}

is smooth.

such that

We define L R-*R as

follows
(16)

A 00=0

(17)

if
l

A(0=e*p-

t<c,
+*-*

if

t>c.

Then A(£) is a C°° plurisubharmonic function vanishing in a neighbourhood
of K, and d { x \ X ( f l ) ( x ) )

= 0} is smooth, so we may take ¥: = &($}.
q.e.d.

Since X is a paracompact manifold of class C°° it has a hermitian
metric dsz.

Let {^} be a metric along the fibers of B.

Definition 2. 3.

A holomorphic line bundle n: B->X is said to be

positive on a subset YdX,

if there exists a coordinate cover {£/*} of .X

1

such that 7T" (LQ are trivial and the metric {^} along the fibers of B
can be so chosen that

From now on, we let X

be a weakly 1-complete manifold and

7t:B-~>X be a holomorphic line bundle which is positive on the complement
of a compact subset K of X, and an exhaustion function W is so fixed
that Ktgl {x ; W (x) = 0} and 9 {.r ; W (x) = 0} is smooth.

For convenience

we denote lnt{x\W (x) =0} by X0.

Lemma 2.4. For a?z;y finite number of B-valued forms f1, • • - ,
/m which are measurable and locally square integrable there exist a
hermitian metric ds2 and a metric {a€} along the fibers of B such that
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ds2 is a complete hermitian metric

2)

ds* = ^

3)

(/',/')<oo,

*, &

^^-(dz^dzl}

on

dzfdzf

for

857

X-K!

l<l<m,

for some compact set K! -with
Proof)

By the hypothesis on B there exist ds\ and {a\} which

satisfy 2) for some K! with KCf^iCXQ.
/i rv\
(19)

1U

J 2
^~~\ u
& \."-i
as
=2J
_
«,e
dz?dzl

y/

(20)

^52 - J5§

f c\-\ \
(zl)

0 — r(!P")
ai = die
,

/ J a. J—B\
(a^?
? dzi)

We define dsz and {at} by
on XV — TrKi,

on K!

where r is a real valued function of class C°° such that
(22)

r(0>0,

(23)

r' (£) >0,

and

(24)

r / 7 (0>0

for any

We set

(25)

gr,,^ =

(27)
(28)

atft/^tfi

= a(f)dv=

where *, -A-, and ^0, rft; are the star operators and the volume forms
of ds\ and ds2, respectively.
(29)

A(/)<g-^>

We have by a direct calculation
e

^

g

o

( / )

on

x-

(30)

where t; and w are non-negative continuous functions independent of r.
We choose a non-decreasing continuous function p(f)

such that
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f e-p(¥}aQ (f1) dvQ<oo,
Jz

(31)

for

l<l<m .

We use the following lemma due to S. Nakano.
Sublemma 2* 5 ([6], Lemma).

Given a real valued, continu-

ous and strictly increasing function k(t) on 0<£<oo zvith A(0) =0,
A(£)—>oo for

£—>oo, -we can find a C°° function

r(f) on — <

such that
(32)

r' (I) >0

(33)

r (t) >A (t)

(34)

rf(t)<Kt(ty

and r" (0 >0,

for t>c,

for any t,

and

and

t" (f) <Kr (t)3

for

for some constants c, c' and
We apply it to
J (t) = max {v (t) , z^ (t) } + 2p (0 + 12

(35)

and take r(tf) as in Lemma 2. 5.

Since

(36)
<^52 is complete ([5], Proposition 1).

(37)

By (30) it follows that

f
ex
J*-*'

<sup
X I

2

/ det(g,,^)

exp(-p(r))^°(/)J^ 0 ,

for \<l<m .

It is clear that for such r the metrics dsz and {a^

satisfy 1), 2) and

3).

q.e.d.

Theorem 2. 6.
Lemma 2.4, then if

Assume that dsz and {at} satisfy

1) a?zJ 2) o
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Rp'q is closed

(38)
and

dim e 'ff' 5 (.Y,5)<oo.

(39)
Proof)

We use the following lemma which is theorem 1. 1. 3 of

[2].
Lemma 2.7.

Let Hi (z" = l, 2, 3) &e three HilberL spaces and

T: H^Hz <2?^ *5: H2-^HS be closed linear operators with dense domains such that ST=Q.
fy^H2nDsHDTy

Assume that for any sequence {fy}

r

with

||/,|U2<1, lim||S/J ffi = 0, and lim ||T/Jffl = 0, we can
y->oo

y-»oo

choose a strongly convergent subsequence of {fy} .

Then RT is closed

and NS/RT is a finite dimensional vector space.
According to Lemma 2. 7, in order to prove (38) and (39) it
suffices to show that for any sequence {/„} such that fv^Dl'q fl -D|i9,
||/J<1, lim \\dfv\\ =Q, and lim ||0*/J =0, we can choose a strongly conV-»oo

y-»oo

vergent subsequence of {/*„}.
Since ds2 is complete, C^(X,B) is a dense subset of Z)|lflnZ)|;tt with
respect to the graph norm,

(40)

{ (df, df) + (d*f, d*f) + (f, /) } 1/2

([8], Theorem 1.1).

Hence we may assume

(41)
Therefore, we have

(42)

Hence by the assumption

(43)
is bounded above, which combined with ellipticity of dti-rdd means that
(/v) i and their first order derivatives are bounded. Here the derivatives
are taken with respect to the coordinate of Ui. Combining this with
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Rellich's lemma, it follows that {fv} has a subsequence {fyj} which is
strongly convergent on compact subsets.

We use the following estimate

which is proved later (See Lemma 3. 3 in Section 3.)

(44)

f

jx-Kz

</,/Xt»<cfe/||'+||*/||' + f
(

JKZ

<f,fydv\,
J

if p + q>n and /eZ)|' fl fl DJ*fl, where C is a constant and K
By this estimate we conclude that {fvj}

converges strongly on X.
q.e.d.

§ 3.

The Basic Estimate

In what follows ds* and {at} are assumed to satisfy 1) and 2) of
Lemma 2. 4.
For an integer v, we define
(45)

(/,(7),= (/,ff),r,

(46)

||/||j= (/,/)„,

and
for

f,g^L'-*(X,B,vV).

We let ft, be the formal adjoint of d with respect to the inner product
(f, g) v and we define

(47)

n» = 9*, + ^.

Since dsz is complete -&v is equal to the adjoint of d.

([8], Theorem 1. 1).

We use a well known formula in differential geometry in the following
form.
Lemma 3e 1.
n,-*-1n,* = e(x,-)A-Ae(xr-),

(48)

•where e (x_) = L + e OV^T dd¥) .
Proof)

We let

(49)

b( = e->¥at,

(50)

D = d+dlogbt,

(51)

£>' = 0 + 0 log*,.

Then we have

and

on X-K,
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e(^=^^lD\
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and

D2=(d + D') (9 + £>') - dD' + D'd .

(53)

Letting d' be the formal adjoint of 9: Cg'*(X) ->Q'q+1 (X) we have

V - 1 (dA - Ad) = d'

(54)

on X- X, .

We have
V - 1 (£>74 - ilJOO = *v

(55)

on X- K, .

Hence

(56)

e(^)A

'A-AD') + (D'A-AD')d
- D' (dA - Ad) - (dA -Ad~)D'}

= Dv-*~1Dv*

on X-Klt

q.e.d.

Lemma 3. 2.

(57)
if /e CT" (X- Xj, B) awe? p + q>n, and

(58)
X-KtoB) and q>l.
Proof]

We prove (58) first. If f^CS'^X-K^

B) and q>l, we

have

(59)

+ v (e (V - 1 99?0 A-Aetf - 1 99F) )/, /) „
= «(/,/), + V (« (V - 1 9^) 4f, /) v>g (/, /) , .
For more details, see [5] .

However we note that what is proved there is
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that if the dual of B is positive and <p is a (0,n — q) form with support
contained in a coordinate neighbourhood U, we have

( (Ae (/=! dd¥) - e (V =1 QQW) A) <p, <p) >0

(60)

so it seems not sufficient to establish (60) for the elements of CJ'n~9(X, B) .
But his argument also implies
(61)

(Ae (vS-lddW) <p, ^>>0

for (p^CQ'n~q(X, B).

Hence rewriting (61) we obtain (58).

The proof of (57) is similar as above.
Lemma 3. 3a

q.e.d.

there is a constant C and a compact set Kz -with

such that
(62)

f
<J,f)e-*dv<C\\df\l+\\*J\l + f </,/x
Jx—K%
[
*)KZ

if v>0, /e£)^n^5; fl and q>l, and
(63)

</,/>^<c{p/i| 2 +||^/|| 2 + f

f
JX-KZ

(

<f,f>d

JKZ

if / e Z > ' f l n £ > 8 f f l and
Proof)

Since dsz is complete we may assume f^C$'q(X, B) .

We

prove (63) . The proof of (62) is similar.
Let ^ be a C°° function on X such that for a compact set Kz with

(64)

jc = l

in X-Kt,

(65)

%= 0

in a neighbourhood of KI .

and

We have %f€=C$'ll(X—K1, B) , so we can apply Lemma 3. 2, getting

(66)

llx/ll2<|9(z/)li;+R(x/)L'.

We estimate the both sides of this inequality.
(67)
The right hand side:

f
JX-KZ

<f,f>e

The left hand side:
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-2
< f <9x,9xXf f </,/Xt7+||9x4/i;+ 11x9/11!
J# 2
J# 2

+ f <9x,9"xXf f </,/><**
J^2

J^2

<2( f {<9X,9X> + <9X,9X>}^- f
\ JK,

JK2

<f,f>dv

Therefore, if
(69)

C>2 max( f {<9%3 ^%> + <9%, 9%>}^'^? sup
\ J-fi:2

xe-T

x

(

we have
f
</,/>e-rJt;<c(||5/||i+||*1/||!+ f
(f,f>dv
jx-Kz
\
JKZ
i

(70)

q.e.d8
§ 40
Definition 40 I .
pq

h£EL ' (XQ,B)

The Main Theorem

We denote by MP'*(XQ,B)

the set of elements

with 9 A - 0 and 0*A = 0, where d* is the adjoint of

Proposition 4« 2.

There exist »Q and CQ such that for

ii/]|^<C 0 ([|9/|| y 2 + ||^/[|V2)? where

(71)
provided
(72)

/eL-'C^.S.^n^'n W.

and

(73)

f </, A>rft;- 0 for any h e= Jfn' 5 (X0, 5) .

JXQ

any
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If the proposition were false, we may assume that there is

a sequence {/„} such that
(74)

II/,||; = 1

(75)

||9/,||,*+||0JX'<y

(76)

/„e L"-' (X, B, vW) fl D**fl Z>3;«

and

(77)

for any h e JP1'5 (X0, 5) .

f </v, Kydv = 0
J-^TO

Let gv = e~v<Ffv, then we have
$cjv = e-»'Ffv

(78)
so that

(79)
hence
(80)
V->oo

V-»oo

by (75). Since ||#0J<||#&]!-*, we have lim ||*gy|| =0.

By (74), we

V->00

have
(81)

11(7.11-,= ll/,ll, = l

hence ||gv||<l.

Therefore choosing a subsequence, we may assume that

{gy} has a weak limit g in Ln'q (X, B).
(82)

It is easily verified that

ll<7iU<inf sup ||0,, |[ _,. = !,
A>"

A'^

for any v>l. Thus we have supp gCXQ.
(83)

Therefore,

8*(ffk)=0.

(See Appendix.)

By (75) 9g = 0, and g satisfies (77). By (74) and

(75), it may be assumed that {gj,} is strongly convergent on K2, and the
limit is not zero on K2 by Lemma 3. 3.
m

Hence we conclude that

This contradiction completes the proof.

q.e.d0
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Definition 4. 3.

(sw\
(84)

wry
n\if;feLi£(X,B),df=0}
H
IM (X, 5) - --&r^-^-g---^----

where we denote by Lip0'cq(X, H) the space of B-valued (p, q) forms which
are measurable and square integrable on compact subsets of X.
By the Dolbeault's theorem (see [2] , Theorem 2. 2. 4 and Theorem
2. 2. 5) , there is a natural isomorphism between the spaces H\QC (X, E) and
Hp>q(X,B).
We define /Hp'q(X0,B)
Proposition 4B 49
(85)

with respect to ds2 and {at}.
The natural map

p: H^(X, B) -^'H^^X,, B)

is i?ijective for
Proof)

We show that if f^L^(X,B),
1

0/ = 0, and there exists a
n (l

sequence {gv} with g^L*'*- (XQy B) , dgy^L ' (XQ,B)
(86)

f <f-dgvyf-dgvydv<

Jx0

then there exists g^L^~l(X,B)

such that

and

1
p

dg=f.

We replace the exhaustion function W by ¥ = A (¥)

where A is a

convex increasing C°° function with A(0) —0 and A ( ^ ) > 0 if £>0

which

increases so rapidly that
(87)

("</,/>

J-ar

For v>l, we have /GE Ln'* (
By (86) it follows that
(88)

f </, 7z>^ = 0

for any h €= Jf71'3 (X0, 5).

JjT0

Therefore, combining Proposition 4. 2 with HormanderJs theorem ([2],
Theorem
n

l

1. 1. 4) we conclude that for some v>l

L >«- (X,B,v¥}

such that 9g=/.

We fix c^>0.

there exists

ge

q.e.d.

Xc is a weakly 1-complete manifold with an exhaustion
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function

(89)

?

c-V

We choose a hermitian metric d(f and a metric {bt} along the fibers of
B such that
i)

d(? is complete
on

Moreover we may assume that
iii)

f hft/\*ft<°°,

for

fe=C*'(X,B),

JXg

where $ is the star operator for dff2.
pq

and that C ' (Xc,B)
q

'H*' (Xe,B)

This follows from Lemma 2. 4

is a finitely generated C°° (Xc) module. We define

with respect to ^f(T2 and {*,}.

Theorem 4. 5*
dimc If1'Q (X, B) < oo

(90)
Proof)

Since fHn'q(Xe,B)

for

g> 1 .

is finite dimensional it suffices to show

that the natural map (induced by the restriction of forms)
r: Hn>q(X, B) ->fHn'q (Xc, B)
is injective.

(Note that r is well defined by the choice of d(Jz and {&*}.

We consider the following diagram.
Tli*(X,B)

P'

where p', r' and f are natural homomorphisms.
r

Since p is injective and

f is an isomorphism, p is injective, hence r is injective.

q.e.d.
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Theorem 4. 6. If g^Ln'q(XQ, B) (q>0) and dg = 09 then for any
8>0 there exists f<=L%q(X, B) such that

(91)

f

<f-g,f-gydv<e

JX0

and 9/ = 0.

Proof)

By the Hahn-Banach's theorem it suffices to show that if

nq

utEL ' (XQ9B)

and

(92)

f </»<&, = 0
JX0

for any /e Lf^(X9B)

with 9/ = 0, then we have

(93)

f <g,«Xt; = 0
JJTo

if g^Ln'q(XQ,B)

and ^g = 0.

We define z} by u = u on X0 and -« = 0 on X—XQ.
q

to N^' for any v, we have il^R^.
(See [2], Theorem 1.1.1).
= -R|T«+i

n

Since ^ is orthogonal

q

R ^ = R^v is equivalent to ^|'9+1
^>*+1 = ]R!p+1 is proved for v>0

similarly as Theorem 2. 6. Hence, by Proposition 4. 2 there exists PQ such
that
(94)

u = dvvv,

for some
with |]t;J^<C0l|£||2,

for

We set

wv = e~v*v9

(95)

then as in the proof of Proposition 4. 2, {TX^} has a subsequence which
is weakly convergent in Ln'q+1 (X, B) .

Let the weak limit be w9 then

as in the proof of Proposition 4.2, -&w = ii and supp w^XQ, hence
9*(wLr 0 ) =u.
(96)

Therefore, if g^Ln'q (XQ, B) and 9g = 0, we have
f <g,uydv= f <9g,re;Xt; = 0.
O/-AO

U%Q

q.e.d.
Theorem 4e 6e
(97)

TTie natural map

p, : ^'

5

(X, S) ->H*' 5 (X,, B)
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is an isomorphism if q>~L and
Proof)

We consider the following diagram
Hn^(X, B)

> 'Hn'q CX0,
H*«(Xd,E)^P*

Since p' is injective pd is injective. To show the subjectivity of pd, we
have only to show that Im pr =Im p", where Imp' denotes the image of
By Theorem 4. 6 (and by the Dolbeault's theorem), Im p' is dense
in Im p". Since Im p" is a finite dimensional subspace of the Hilbert
space 'Hn'q(XQ,B)9 we have
(98)

Imp'=Imp".

Thus pd is an isomorphism.

q.e.d.

§ So Application to Analytic Geometry
Let M be a complex manifold and S be a nonsingular divisor on
M with a proper and smooth holomorphic map p: S-+D onto a Stein
manifold D.
Proposition 5. 1.

Assumption:
1) [*5] |p-icr> zs # negative line bundle for any x^D.
2) There is a compact subset K^D such that ^ is negative on
p~l (D — K). Here n = dim S and J2£ is the sheaf of holomorphic n-forms
on S.
Conclusion: S is contractible to D in M, namely, there is a neighbourhood V of S., an analytic space U containing D as a closed analytic
subset, and a proper surjective holomorphic map W: V->U such that
W\S=P and W\V-s'- V—S-+U—D is biholomorphic.
Proof]

By assumption 1), there is a neighbourhood Y(2) and a C°°
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plurisubharmonic function F(2) such that
F C2) (.r)-0

(99)

if

x^S,

and ?F (2) | F («)_ S is strictly plurisubharmonic with positive values, (see [1],
4). By 1) and 2) p~1(D — K) is contractible to D — K in a neighbourhood of p'1 (D — K), (see [1], Theorem 1). Let the contraction be
(100)

W':V*
J

> U*
J

Since D is a Stein manifold D is properly embedded into some CN.

Let

27

0 be the restriction of ]T] |^!2 to D.

Applying Richberg's theorem ([7],

Satz 3.3) to D — K and [/*, we obtain a neighbourhood [/** of D — K
and a C°° strongly pseudoconvex function ^ on £/** such that ^|D_K
Let £ = sup0(;z:), d,>d2>c, £>0 y(1) - {*; x^ V(z\ W(2) (*)<£>, and
x^K

V be the union of connected components of Y(1) — {x\ x^Wf~l(U**),
0°57' (a;) > Jj} that meet {:r; x^5, (p°p(x) <^dz}, then V is weakly 1complete for sufficiently small e.
By 1) and 2), fi?+1(g) [5] If1 is positive outside a compact subset.
Thus, by Theorem 4. 5, If(V, [_S] If1) is finite dimensional. Therefore,
for any compact subset Q in {x\ x^S, (p°p(x) <^dz} we can choose an
analytic polyhedron P such that QcPC {x\ x^S, (p°p(x) <^dz} and the
functions defining P are holomorphic functions on {x\ x^S, (p°p(x) <^dz}
which are restrictions of holomorphic functions on V. Since dVe is strongly pseudoconvex outside S for almost all £>0, this proves that V is
holomorphically convex, ([3], Satz 3.4). It is clear that V— S does
not contain a compact analytic subset whose dimension is greater than I,
Consequently, S is contractible to D in M.
q.e.d.
Theorem 5. 2a Let X be a weakly 1-complete manifold.
If
there is a holomorphic line bundle n: B->X which is positive outside
a compact subset of X, then there is a meromorphic map c: XC-+PN5
-where c>0 and N is a natural number depending on c, such that
there exists a compact analytic set AdX such that C\XO-A°- XC — A->PN
is a holomorphic imbedding of XC — A as a locally closed analytic
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subset of PN.
Proof}

Similar as Kodaira's embedding theorem ([4]).

Appendix
We let the notations be as before.

Lemma If g ^ I* q+1 (X, B) , &g e Lp' 5 (X, B) and supp g c X0 then
g\z9^Dg* zuhere 9* is the adjoint
ofd*^L*^(X,,&)-»IJ>'^l(X^B)
Proof]
{gv} such

Since X0 is compact and dX0 is smooth, there is a sequence
that g v eC?-« +1 (X,S), suppg,cX 0 , lim ||ffv-flf|| = 0, and
J>-»oo

lim || ##,-#011=0 (cf. [2], Proposition 1.2.3).
Thus, if u{ELp'«(X0,B)
(101)

and

f <X#gXv=lim f
JX0

J>-»°°

= lim
V^co

JZ0

(u9$gvyd

JZ0

(du,gvydv = \ <du9
JX0

Hence g| Jo eD^ and S*(glz.) =*gk-

q.e.d.
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